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LEVEL 1 CERTIFIED
by Patrick Arseneau
When I was asked to write an article about
my CrossFit Level 1 certification experience, I
didn’t hesitate. It’s human nature to share
positive experiences and knowledge and
that’s what my weekend in Montreal felt like.
I had considered taking the Level 1 cert for a
long time and I’m still not sure why I waited
so long. I have been a member of CrossFit
Moncton for over 2 years now and I’ve
gained a lot of knowledge from our trainers
and other resources (internet, tutorials, etc).
Naturally I felt the need to share some of
that knowledge with other newer members at
the gym. It was often hard for me to hold
back and let trainers do their job without

helping. But, I strongly believe that it is
important for members to be coached by
CERTIFIED trainers only.
Sure, there are cues you can point out to
your friends like “elbows up” to someone
doing a front squat or, telling someone that
they’re losing their “lumbar curve” during a
deadlift. However, every movement and
exercise should be taught by a certified
trainer. The number one priority as a trainer
while teaching a client is safety. You might be
able to help someone accomplish a heavier
lift, but without proper training, you might
also maximize the risk of injury without even
knowing.
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Now back to my experience
in Montreal with the CrossFit
HQ trainers. First of all, I’ve
been following these guys
online for a couple years now
and like many other
CrossFitters, I consider them
as celebrities. Needless to
s a y, w h e n I s a w P a t
Sherwood, Russell Berger
and Dave Lipson walk in, I
was completely starstruck. I
tried not to stare, and I didn’t
quite understand how
everybody else was acting so
cool when I was trying to
pick up my jaw off the floor.

during that time were all tied the ice, but he also used it as
in together in that 2 day an analogy to explain that
training. I was blown away.
‘intensity’ is not necessarily
defined by the rise of your
Saturday morning, 9am. heart beat as other fitness
We’re all sitting with pens programs claim. From that
and notebooks ready to take point I knew I was in for a
n o t e s . R u s s e l l B e r g e r fun weekend.
introduces himself and says
that usually we do a workout End of the day, Saturday. We
at the end of the day but attacked “Fran”. 21-15-9 reps
because HQ wanted to film of Thrusters (95lbs) and pullthe workout and have it ups with a time cap of 10
ready for the main site by the minutes. I wasn’t feeling
end of the day, we needed to good from lack of sleep but
do it right away. Whaaaaat?? when it’s go time and you
As we scramble to move our have top trainers yelling at
chairs out of the way, reach you, something in your body
in our bags for our workout takes over. My time was 7:28
gear, Russell says “GUYS – a PR of 0:52 . Not huge,
LISTEN UP! I WAS KIDDING! but a PR nonetheless.
GET BACK TO YOUR SEATS!”

These trainers were chosen
for one obvious reason; the
ability to communicate their
knowledge. I have learned a
lot about CrossFit in my 2
year experience, but all the It was a funny yet brilliant
bits and pieces I picked up prank. Not only did he break
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Sunday followed with more lectures, wait to use it to help other people accomplish
advanced movements and a group workout. their goals.
Then, the source of everybody’s anxiety, the
TEST. These guys take the test very
seriously; “On my command, I want you to
write your first and last name in the box
labeled ‘Name’. When you are done, eyes up
on me. And go.” Holy sh#@% I’m just

I’d like to mention that Jeff Perry and Rob
Wa l k e r w e r e g r e a t s u p p o r t i n t h i s
overwhelming experience. Having good
company made it easy for us to take our

minds off the stress and anxiety from the big
writing my name and I’m scared to make a test.
mistake! I took my time with every question
and I think it went well. I’ll probably know if Thanks for reading and remember; weight on
I passed by the time this article is published. your heels and elbows up!
Regardless of the result, I have learned and
gained so much from this course and I can’t
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BACON WRAPPED SWEET POTATO WEDGES
•

Quantity of ingredients depends of size of
desired batch
•
•
•
•

good quality bacon – we used wild
boar (pretty thick)
sweet potatoes – peeled and
chopped (fairly chunky)
a dash or two of Cajun spice
some sea salt

•
•

•

•

•

•

http://paleodish.com

•

Directions:
•

•

plate and sprinkle with coarse sea
salt (we used lemon & thyme –
yummy!)
for extra enjoyment… dip them in
some delicious spicy guacamole
enjoy!

start by peeling and chopping the
sweet potatoes into wedges (chunky
style) and place in a bowl
sprinkle with Cajun spice and mix
thoroughly
then take the sweet potato wedges
and wrap them with slices of bacon
(if bacon is too wide, you can slice
length-wise…it really depends on the
cut!)
line a baking sheet with some tin foil
and then arrange bacon-wrapped
wedges evenly on the pan
preheat oven to approx. 325-350
degrees and cook until bacon
becomes crispy (40-ish minutes
depending on oven)
if you wish to make them ‘extracrispy’…turn the oven to broil for the
remaining 5-10 minutes
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40 is the new 20

I had enough. Lost the
interest. No comparison.
CrossFit gives me all I need
Do you have an athletic
and more.
background?
Played hockey till I was 35
What are your goals?
and did a lot of cycling in
Have you reached any
those years as well, but never
yet?
too serious in both activities.
At first, I wanted to use
CrossFit as a training ground
What made you decide to
for getting me back into
join?
shape to compete in a
Wanted to do a Triathlon and
Triathlon, but that has all
was googling for Gyms that
changed when I realized that
offered training sessions.
CrossFit itself is a sport. So I
Then I stumbled on CrossFit
guess I reached my real goal
Moncton and the rest is
since I found a sport that I
history.
can do for the rest of my life
that I really enjoy. Getting a
Were you a member of muscle-up is another goal of
another gym before? How mine.
does this compare?
I tried a few times with other
gyms but after a few months,

GABRIEL CAISSIE

Big pull!

Stats
-CrossFitting
since August/10
-Deadlift:365#
-Press:125#
-Back Squat:245#
-5K Run:24:07
-FGB:241
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What are some results
that you've seen?
My coworkers and family say I
look really good. As for
myself, I feel fantastic, better
than when I was in my 20s.
Yay 40’s!
Do
you
have
an
accomplishment that
you’re very proud of?
Deadlifting over 2 times my
bodyweight. Just realized this
recently. With my past back
issues, that is a big one for
me.

If you're in an elevator,
and someone asks you
"what is CrossFit?" what
would
you
say?
CrossFit is the best fitness
program you’ll ever do, and it
will work. Look at me. I dare
you to try it.

Do you remember your
first workout? What was it
like?
5k. I will never forget it. I
actually was very happy that I
did it the whole 5k keeping
the same pace nonstop.
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Have you ever met Pukie?
Come close?
Never ever. Not even close so
far. We’ll see what the future
brings.
Favorite lift?
Deadlift. I always look forward
to it and happy to see it in
any WOD.
Favorite workout?
They all have their flavors. So
I will say no particular favorite
but I enjoy the majority of
them.

Interested in joining?
Come try a FREE workout on
Saturday morning at 9am. Leave
your money at home. We don’t
want to sell you anything; we
just want you to feel the
difference CrossFit can make.

Contact Kevin Wood at
crossfitmoncton@hotmail.com
to confirm your FREE session, or
call (506) 962-0710.
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